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 To get approval.

 To get sponsoring.

 To get funding.

You need to convince someone.
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 Introduce yourself and your project.

 Describe the need and how the project will 

meet that need.

 Provide the details of what you propose to do 

and explain the costs.

 Persuade your readers that you are the perfect 

choice to successfully complete the project.

 Finally, you should end with a "call to action“, 

requesting readers to take the next step.

 setting up a meeting, signing a contract, voting for 

your ideas; whatever makes sense for your project.
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 Any reader will want to know why you are 

proposing the project to them.

 You need to convince the readers that it's in 

their best interest to support your project.

 You need to write a customized proposal.
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 You may need to start your proposal with a 

Cover Letter:

 A brief personal introduction of yourself and 

your project.

 The action you want them to take after reading 

your proposal.

 Contact information.
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Next, create a Title Page with the title of your 

specific proposal, for example:

 "Streamlining Our Order Process“

 “Rehabilitating the Parkview Playground”

 “Converting XYZ's Corporate Fleet to Hybrid 

Vehicles”

 “ Candy Crush Project” ☺
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1. Introduction:

 What is the history of the problem?

 Why is this problem interesting?

 Is the problem already solved? What is 

done now?

 Are there any similar systems or solutions 

to the one you propose? 

 Are there possible improvements to 

current solutions?
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2. Project Summary

 What in general will this project achieve?

3. Project Details

 Architecture and Environment: Describe the 

project environment (software, hardware, 

languages, organizations, etc.)

 Implementation Issues and Challenges: 

 What will be the most difficult issues and 

challenges in the implementation?

 How are you using or extending current 

tools/systems for your problem?

 What makes your project unique?
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3. Project Details (cont.)

 Deliverables

 What will the project produce? (program, report, 

etc.)

 Describe in relative detail the features of each of 

the project's products.

 Emphasize what your project contributes or 

achieves.

 Time Plan

 Provide an estimated timeline of project 

deliverables and important dates.
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4. Conclusion:

 Summarize the project including the 

problem, motivation, and proposed solution, 

and re-state important (planned) 

contributions.

5. References

 List references used to compile proposal and 

references that will be used for project (if 

already known).
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Course Project Proposal

Graduation Project Proposal

<Graduation> Project Documentation 

Template.
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[RW'19] Lec4_Writing in CS field/[SP'18] Project Proposal.pdf
[RW'19] Lec4_Writing in CS field/2018 SWE GP proposal template.pdf
[RW'19] Lec4_Writing in CS field/GP DocumentationTemplateWithCoverPage.pdf
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 Code documentation is a process by which a 

programmer documents his/her code.

 Lack of purpose to write it leads to poor code 

readability and hard maintenance for other members.

 If developer follows programming language coding 

conventions and maintains variable readability, 

code comments and modularity, the code

documentation can be minimal.

 Not lengthy documents especially in Agile teams.

 For faster documentation process and style 

consistency, use code documentation tools.
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 The lifetime of a software is 

 10% development

 90% maintenance ☺

Maintenance is where comments can be 

useful.

Developers don’t stay for the whole life 

cycle.

 Lack of comments will eventually lead to 

lost productivity due to time spent tracing 

and re-learning.
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Program 1 Program 2

int myfunction ( int sally, int salwa)

{

return sally+salwa;

}

void main()

{

int ahmed, mahmoud;

cin>>ahmed>>mahmoud;

cout<<myfunction(ahmed,mahmoud);

}

// This function is to add 2 integer numbers

int Add( int num1, int num2)

{

return num1+ num2;

}

// This is the main

void main()

{

int operand1, operand2;  // declaring 2 variables

cin>>operand1>>operand2; //input

cout<<Add(operand1,operand2); //addition & output

}
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 You will get back to your code after some time! 

It’s better to write it now than regret later.

 You want your code to be maintained and used 

by other programmers in the team. 

 You need others to help you out through open 

source and other collaborations. If you are 

thinking of going collaborative, start 

documenting your code!

 You want to become a better coder! 

Documenting your code makes logic much more 

clear to you. 
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Don’t rely on comments only, write readable 

code.

One liner comment is best.

Write in English.

Don’t comment the obvious.
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//The width of the line is 2

lineWidth = 2;



Don’t write what the code is doing.

 Always write why you are writing this piece 

of code.

 Both writing no comment and writing too 

much comments are bad
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Watch this video by our former students 

(graduates of 2018 ) on how important to use 

useful variable/function names.

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=

2388887967796739&id=2388033304548872
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https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=2388887967796739&id=2388033304548872
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